
HL7 DFT INTERFACE:  OUTBOUND BILLING CHARGE CAPTURE

Elevating EHR  
Billing Efficiency 

Streamlined Billing Code Management

The HL7 DFT (Detailed Financial Transaction) Interface is a powerful addition to AS Software’s ultrasound automation 

platform designed to enhance billing efficiency for EHR systems. The interface streamlines the billing process by 

automatically capturing and forwarding details from the ultrasound study. The user selects the order within the  

AS application, eliminating the need to manually create the order in the EHR. This on-the-fly functionality saves time, 

reduces human error, and simplifies charge reconciliation.

Features

• CPT and ICD-10 Code Automation: Accurate 

billing through real-time capture of CPT and 

ICD-10 codes from ultrasound examinations.

• Direct Charge Routing: Detailed financial 

transactions are sent effortlessly to the EHR’s 

Charge Router.

• Flexible Order Management: Easily add new 

procedures without modifying existing orders.

• Integrated Charge Satisfaction: Automatically 

synchronizes charges within the EHR, making AS 

the billing reference point.

• Charge Review: Automated queues flag charges 

for billers’ review, streamlining validation and 

discrepancy resolution.

• Charge Reconciliation: Enhances end-of-month 

reconciliation, cutting down on administrative 

tasks.

How It Works

Service Completion 

Once a service is rendered, relevant billing 

codes are captured in real-time within the  

AS platform based on clinical documentation.

Seamless Transmission 

The DFT Interface seamlessly passes the 

captured codes to the EHR’s billing system 

via an HL7 DFT feed.

Charge Automation 

Charges are auto-populated and verified 

within the EHR, ensuring that all billable 

procedures are accounted for.

Data Exchange 

Detailed billing information is sent from  

the Department System Scheduler (DSS)/

Order Filler to the Charge Processor for 

immediate action.
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The AS Software Advantage

Leveraging over three decades of innovation in ultrasound automation, AS Software’s HL7 DFT Interface is integral to 

our outbound billing and charge capture capabilities. It strengthens our cloud-based ultrasound reporting and image 

management suite, empowering healthcare practices to improve the speed and accuracy of charge capture, leading to 

increased revenue and reduced administrative burdens. The interface’s ability to work with any EHR system that supports 

HL7 standards makes it a versatile solution for any healthcare organization. 

Elevate Your Billing Process Today
Unlock the potential for streamlined billing and optimized 

financial performance with AS Software.

GET A DEMO

Benefits

Billing Accuracy: Automated processes minimize 

missed charges and discrepancies.

Operational Efficiency: Reduce the time between 

service delivery to charge capture.

Time Savings: Enables real-time order input within 

the AS application for immediate processing, 

reducing the need for dual entry of ad hoc orders 

into the EHR.

Financial Optimization: Ensure all services 

rendered are billed appropriately, maximizing 

revenue potential.

Compliance Assurance: Maintain high levels 

of compliance with updated billing codes  

and regulations.

https://www.as-software.com/demo/
https://www.as-software.com/demo/



